
Some information on travelling to and from Rustic Retreats.

The best airport to fly to  is  Alicante.  You then get a bus (3 euro) or taxi (around 15-20 euro) to

Alicante train station. The buses run every 20 mins from right outside the airport doors.  This is the

link to the bus info:

http://www.mygranalacant.com/getting-around-gran-alacant/c6-by-bus-alicante-airport-alicante/

The local train service link is

http://www.renfe.com/viajeros/cercanias/murciaalicante/index.html

At Alicante station  go to a window, do not buy from the machines and ask for a ticket to Totana. This

will cost around €5.70 . There is no need to pre-book this journey. The journey to Totana takes

around 2 hours and you will need to change once at Murcia del Carmen.

On the first train to Murcia, there will be announcements to tell you which station you are arriving at.

On the second train there isn’t so you will need to keep an eye on the time and look out of the

window to ensure you are at the correct station.

You can fly to  Murcia International (Corvera) Murcia International Airport info there is a bus link to

Murcia http://interbusmurcia.es/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/horario-aeropuerto-Murcia-1.pdf

cost is €5 or you can get a taxi to Murcia station €29 , then the train to Totana is approx €3.70

ARRIVAL AT TOTANA STATION

Transfer to and back from the center is 29 euros per person this has been added to your invoice.

This includes collection and return to Totana station and any medical emergencies

ARRIVING BY CAR OR TAXI FROM THE AIRPORT

Alternatively, you can take a taxi from the airport to the center, this will cost upwards of 170 euro

and take around 2 hours.  Address for Taxis from the airports . Lgar La Huerta 998, Totana, Murcia

(this does not show on google maps use the gps coordinates) We are down a dirt road of the C8

gps coordinates.     37.783943, -1.562995

We ask that all students arrive at Rustic Retreats in daylight. Check in on the first day is between

12.00 and 20.00. This means the latest train you should get from Alicante is the 17.00.

This ensures everyone can meet and have an evening meal together before the retreat starts

formally the following day. On the last day of the retreat, check out is by midday.

You need to bear in mind that it will take you a good 3 hours to get to Alicante airport, so booking a

late afternoon/early evening flight home is a good idea.
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